Strategic Development Plan Review
Main Issues Report Consultation
12th March - 21st May 2018
The Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Planning Authority are currently
reviewing the Strategic Development Plan for the area. Our Development Plan
Scheme outlines a timetable for the review of the Plan, and also identifies where
there are opportunities to participate. It is available to view at:
http://www.aberdeencityandshire-sdpa.gov.uk/DevelopmentPlan/DevelopmentPlanSchemes.aspx

The Main Issues Report is the first formal stage in the review process – it describes
and invites discussion on options for future policies, as well as employment and
housing land targets for the next Plan. No settled view on the content of the next
Strategic Development Plan has yet been reached, making the Main Issues Report
the key stage for public consultation. Giving us your views will help to shape the
future strategy for development and the policies by which future planning
applications are determined.
You can view a copy of the Main Issues Report on our website at:
http://www.aberdeencityandshiresdpa.gov.uk/CurrentWork/CurrentConsultations.aspx
Copies are also available to view at all Council Offices and Libraries within the
Strategic Development Plan Area.
A series of accompanying documents, including an Interim Environmental Report,
Monitoring Statement, Housing Needs and Demand Assessment and Interim
Cumulative Transport Appraisal can also be viewed on our website (by following the
above link).

How to Respond
The Main Issues Report contains a series of issues and questions on which we
would like to hear your views. Please use this form to respond to these, or any other
issues raised by the Main Issues Report or any other accompanying documents.
Consultation Responses must be received by 12pm on Monday 21st May 2018
You can make your views heard in a number of ways:


By Post - please return a completed version of this form to:
Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Planning Authority, Woodhill
House, Westburn Road, Aberdeen, AB16 5GB



By Email - please return a completed version of this form to:
team@aberdeencityandshire-sdpa.gov.uk
If you choose to fill out our online Word form, please be aware that you must
download the form and save any changes before submission.

Letters and emails which do not make use of this form will also be accepted,
however please make sure include your name, address, telephone number and
email address (if applicable), as well as the details of anyone you are representing, if
you would like us to be able to contact you with any queries on your submission.
Using your Personal Information
Information you supply to the Strategic Development Planning Authority (SDPA) by
responding to this consultation will be used to prepare the next Strategic
Development Plan for the area. The SDPA will not share the personal information
provided in response to this consultation with other parties or organisations. The
SDPA will not disclose any contact information about you to any organisation or
person unless it is authorised or required to do so by law.
The SDPA Officers may use your contact details to contact you about the comments
you have made. Your name and organisation may be published alongside your
comments but contact details will not be made public. If you chose not to provide a
name or contact details, your comments will still be valid but we will not be able to
contact you in the future.
For further information on how your information is used, how the SDPA maintain the
security of your information, and your rights to access information the SDPA holds
about you, please contact: Claire McArthur, Acting Team Leader, Strategic
Development Planning Authority, Woodhill House, Westburn Road, Aberdeen, AB16
5GB.

Your Views
Please use a separate box for each issue/question you wish to respond to. If you wish to
continue on a separate sheet, please attach to the paper copy or email.

Main Issue / Question Number:

Q2 – Do you agree with the Preferred
Option that the existing Spatial Strategy,
in general terms, remains fit for purpose
and should be carried forward?

No.
The issue of the potential for Western Growth corridor has been mentioned but
discounted unduly.
One of the key principles that will assist in the delivery of much needed new
housing is allocating land where people actually want to live. Previous SDPs and
LDPs have allocated housing land in low-demand locations and these sites either
haven’t come forward for development or have a much lower delivery rate than
expected.
Allocating land in high-demand areas is more likely to deliver
development quickly and effectively. Paragraph 4.8 of the SDP MIR suggests that
Banchory and Westhill are areas attractive to the development industry. That’s
because their market research confirms that these are popular areas for those
looking to buy new homes. There should be no negative correlation between
popularity and land allocation. Each area should be considered on its planning
merits.
The analysis also suggests that until the AWPR is open and its effect known that no
additional land can be allocated to the west of the City. It also suggests that current
modelling does not show room for growth as a result of the AWPR. That, we
suggest, is not an unusual situation in that the AWPR will probably be beyond its
intended capacity when it opens. It is unlikely to create room for growth anywhere
(indeed, that is not its purpose) and if that is the basis for not allocating additional
land for development then all Growth Corridors should be scrapped. That of course
isn’t an option so ruling a Western Growth Area out for this reason would not be
consistent or appropriate.

CHAP has recently lodged a LDP bid
for their brownfield quarry site at Park
(Kincluny Village – 600 houses,
employment and community uses).
That was the culmination of many
years of analysis, survey and design.
A significant element of that review has
been the issue of traffic and junction
capacities. The current bid is
supported by a full Transport
Assessment that considered the AWPR
junctions and impacts on those as well
as others. Junction
A93 North Deeside Road/B979
Milltimber Brae
B9077 South Deeside Road/B979
Milltimber Brae
B9077 South Deeside Road/B979
Netherley Road
A93 North Deeside Road/A957 Slug
Road Priority Junction
B9077 South Deeside Road/A957 Slug
Road Priority Junction
B979 Malcolm Road/B9119 Tarland
Road (Carnie Roundabout)
A93 North Deeside Road/B979
Malcolm Road
A93 North Deeside Road/C35K Park
Road
A93 North Deeside Road/Binghill Road
& A93 North Deeside Road/Murtle Den
Crescent
AWPR Milltimber Interchange/A93
NDR Access Road Roundabout
B9077 South Deeside Road/Site
Access Roundabouts

Transport Assessment Findings

Betterment as a result of proposed
improvements
No requirement for junction
improvements
No requirement for junction
improvements
No requirement for junction
improvements
No requirement for junction
improvements
No requirement for junction
improvements
No requirement for junction
improvements
No requirement for junction
improvements
No requirement for junction
improvements
Minor impact only, considered a daily
fluctuation and not noticeable. No
requirement for junction improvements
2 new/improved junctions/
roundabouts on the South Deeside
Road that would slow traffic and
improve road safety (development
related improvements)

The proposed development of a 600 house mixed-use new Deeside Village would
therefore have no discernible impact on the road network or junctions. These

conclusions are based on a full review of the existing and proposed traffic situation
post the opening of the AWPR (using the post AWPR Aberdeen Sub Model 4
[ASAM] data for 2033 which is considered a very robust assessment). A copy of
that TA is included for reference.
Neither is it unusual for developments to require to upgrade infrastructure to enable
a no net detriment impact. Take Prime Four Business Park for example. That was
an allocated site which was required to make substantial junction improvements to
the A944 Kingwells roundabout and contribute towards the improvement of other
junctions plus the Strategic Transport Fund (STF). Although the STF is no longer in
force the principle of an infrastructure levy is still being discussed to deal with
strategic transport (and other) network interventions.
All significant development across all growth corridors is likely to require to upgrade
infrastructure and all Strategic Growth Areas will have issues in respect of
infrastructure. A western Strategic Growth Area, however, we know can cope with
at least 600 additional homes without requiring any junction improvements and with
improvements could cope with significantly more. There is no technical reason to
rule out a Western Corridor. Indeed the A93 is a key transport route to and from
the City and should be identified as a Western growth area.
There’s also no reason why a Western Strategic Growth Area should be considered
in the same manner as other strategic growth corridors. The area between
Aberdeen and Banchory has a distinct character but is able to accommodate
additional development. Banchory itself is a well-established commuter town for
Aberdeen and within the City’s housing market area. The A93 and B9077 are key
road networks between City the Deeside corridor with long-established public
transport routes, all within the City housing market area. The scale of development
identified within that growth area could be proportionate to the opportunity and
context.
The principle carried forward with Strategic Growth areas is that these are based on
traditional transport corridors with the expectation that people living along these
corridors would commute along them to and from the City. As a result they are
located around major road and public transport networks allowing those using these
routes to have access to public transport as well as the private car. The western
corridor is unique amongst transport corridors as it also offers the option of a
completely separate cycle access along the Deeside Way to the City Centre. Page
30 of the SDP MIR indicates that the Councils are trying to identify projects that can
be delivered to better connect communities along active travel routes and into
Aberdeen itself. Given a Western Growth area would benefit from one the City and
Shire’s safest segregated active travel routes this can only add credence to the
case for its allocation as a growth area.
Planning policy, nationally and locally, promote sustainable communities where

housing, work and leisure are co-located to create opportunities for shorter and
more sustainable journeys between these activities. Developments along any
growth corridor should therefore be encouraged to provide that choice and link
homes to employment and services. The self-sufficient nature of these new
developments will reduce the overall need to travel so their location on road
corridors becomes less important and the focus can shift on to creating great
places where people want to live. That is the central aim for the proposed
development at Kincluny Village. The Deeside corridor is exactly the type of
location where inclusive mixed-use development can create high-quality
sustainable and healthy, active lifestyles that we all aspire to. It shouldn’t be kept
exclusive and unattainable and needs additional development land to be able to
achieve this. A growth area identified to the west of Aberdeen would support
proportionate development. A copy of the Kincluny LDP bid is included for
reference to illustrate that concept.
The SDP in taking a longer-term approach could also include greater flexibility in
terms of future directions of growth for the City region. This applies to the whole
period of the SDP. The SDP should set the principle options, in strategic terms, for
future development beyond the current housing land allocations. Whilst there are a
number of existing large scale housing allocations that need to be worked through it
is important for the SDP to provide guidance on where Aberdeen can expand long
term and in circumstances where these existing sites are simply not delivering.
The SDP should identify “directions for growth” including west of Aberdeen along
the A93 and allow for LDPs to allocate immediate and strategic reserve sites in
these areas to provide flexibility. Strategic reserve sites can still be masterplanned
appropriately. Incremental growth into strategic reserve sites can provide long
term flexibility in meeting the housing supply target, certainty to allow predevelopment requirements to be considered early and ensure efficient delivery
whilst not prejudicing the existing effective housing land supply.

Main Issue / Question Number:

Q5 – Do you agree that we should present
an optimistic view of future economic
growth in the new plan?

Yes, the SDP should present an optimistic view of future economic growth by
supporting the local economy and building in greater flexibility into housing supply
targets to support that potential for growth.
Main Issue / Question Number:

Q9 – Do you agree that the housing supply
target should be based on a composite
scenario rather than directly on any of the

three scenarios identified in the Housing
Need and Demand Assessment?
No.
Paragraph 115 of Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) states that housing supply targets
should “properly reflect the HNDA estimate of housing demand in the market sector,
and should be supported by compelling evidence”. There is clearly a mismatch
between HNDA scenarios and the “Composite Scenario” which appears to be
based on past completion trends.
The housing supply target should accommodate the higher growth scenario set out
in the HNDA to safeguard against non-delivery of current housing land allocations.
There would be no disadvantage in doing this.
The failure to deliver the affordable housing completion rate identified for the period
2011 – 2016 demonstrates why it is important the housing supply target is
ambitious. Simply assuming prior rates of completions will continue into future
years is not ambitious enough. The target should be based on the high growth
scenario in the HNDA not only to deliver housing but to support and encourage
diversification in the economy.
Increasing housing delivery is a priority for the Scottish Government and an
ambitious housing supply target would challenge the market to deliver more
housing. The failure of some large allocated sites to deliver housing is evident in
annual housing land audits. The tables below illustrate specific examples of the
larger allocations in both City and Shire. In the City these selected sites have only
delivered just over 10% of their original anticipated housing units and in the Shire
only 6.4%. The SDP MIR also reports a shortfall in the delivery of housing.

These sites have failed to deliver for a number of reasons. This is often down to
infrastructure delivery issues, ownership or procedural delays in the preparation and
agreement of masterplans. This needn’t be the case and especially so if potential
sites are identified well in advance.
Land which is in single ownership with
developer involvement can come forward quicker, especially where the site has
been the subject of extensive survey and design. We’ve indicated in responses to
previous questions that there is scope to the west of the city for additional
deliverable housing development to bolster housing supply.
Kincluny Village, however, having been subject to a recent planning application and
extensive design, technical and infrastructure studies, is readily implementable.
That process has demonstrated no technical constraints to development. It is
precisely the type of single ownership development site that can deliver housing
quickly and effectively.

Main Issue / Question Number:

Q11 – Do you agree that we should
assume continued funding for affordable
housing at 2020/2021 levels from the

Scottish Government for the whole of the
next plan period?

Main Issue / Question Number:

Q12 – Do you agree that significant
generosity should be included in the
early years of the plan but, for the later
periods, no generosity should be added?
This would be subject to review in future
plans.

Over 20% generosity should be added to the housing supply target to form the
Housing Land Requirement throughout the whole plan period. Including a very
generous housing land requirement provides additional flexibility to accommodate
the known and potential failure of large allocations to deliver their anticipated
housing numbers.
Given the uncertainty regarding upcoming planning legislation, it should not be
assumed that there will be an opportunity to review the need for housing during the
plan period. SPP clearly states that SDP’s should set out amounts and broad
locations of land up to 12 years from the expected year of approval which would be
2032. It also states that SDPs should provide an indication of possible scale and
location of housing land beyond year 12 to year 20.

Main Issue / Question Number:

Q13 – Do you agree that our Preferred
Option should allow Local Development
Plans to make some further housing
allocations?

Yes, but these should be more generous than set out in the SDP MIR.
Main Issue / Question Number:

Q14 Do you agree that any new
greenfield allocations should preferably
be under 100 houses in size?

No. This is too prescriptive for the SDP and the plan should promote a range and
choice of sizes and locations to be allocated in LDPs.

“ KINCLUN Y VILLAGE I S A VE RY EXCITING OPPORTUNITY FOR THE CH AP
G R O U P I N S E V E R A L WAY S - P R I N C I PA L LY I T G I V E S U S T H E O P P O R T U N I T Y T O
B U I L D A G E N U I N E V I L L A G E C O M M U N I T Y I N A P L A C E W H E R E P E O P L E WA N T
T O S TAY A N D T O U S E T H E M O S T U P T O D AT E T E C H N O L O G Y T O E N S U R E
COMFORT AND AFFO RDABILITY - IT GIVES US THE O PPORTUNI TY TO USE OUR
S K I L L S B A S E B U I LT U P O V E R 4 2 Y E A R S T O E N S U R E T H E Q U A L I T Y O F E V E R Y
A S P E C T O F T H E V I L L A G E . I T W I L L A L S O A L L O W U S T H E C A PA C I T Y N E C E S S A R Y
T O TA K E O N E V E N M O R E A P P R E N T I C E S A N D G I V E C O N S T R U C T I O N T R A I N I N G
I N A W H O L E R A N G E O F T R A D I T I O N A L S K I L L S . W E H O P E T H AT O U R V I S I O N
W I L L B E S H A R E D . W E A R E R E A D Y T O TA K E U P T H E C H A L L E N G E . ”

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Vision
CHAP’s vision for the existing Park Quarry site is to create a new
sustainable Deeside Village providing high quality housing, employment
land and community facilities. CHAP Group are committed to delivering
excellence and wish to develop Kincluny Village, with a view to creating a
lasting legacy in the north east. The key aims of the proposals are:


Approximately 600 new homes (with a wide housing mix), including
150 affordable (variety of tenures), which will make use of local
materials and vernacular building forms



A village square, with space for small businesses, shops, cafes and
other amenities



A community hub, which could accommodate educational facilities,
sports and healthcare facilities and community uses such as a
library



10 acres of dedicated employment land (Kincluny Enterprise Park),
intended for small-scale business use



A variety of green open spaces (approximately 40% of the total site
area), including a community loch, play spaces, allotments, outdoor
sports pitches, foot paths and cycle routes. These, in addition to
streets and boundary treatments will be designed to reflect the
rural character and distinct qualities of nearby Deeside villages

Early Concept Sketch of Kincluny Village Square

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group
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The Kincluny Village proposal recognises the opportunity to redevelop the
existing quarry to provide a new mixed use community in the popular
Deeside corridor. CHAP Group have been working on their vision for the
creation of a new village since 2007 and are the applicants, landowner,
and developer of the site, placing them in a unique position to deliver this
vision. They are committed to the delivery of a sustainable new village,
and have identified a number of opportunities, including:






Creating a high quality, planned village
Previously developed site
The early delivery of affordable housing
The delivery of employment land
The site is ‘shovel ready’ and under the control of the landowner
and developer

traditions in the Deeside corridor.
The existing fishing pond located on the site will be accessible to the
public and enhanced to a community loch and village green, which will
create a focal point for the village centre. This centre will support more
dense residential units, with lower density housing located on the
outskirts of the site, set overlooking large areas of open space and
benefiting from existing woodland blocks and landscaping.
The current and historic use of the site for sand and gravel extraction and
landfilling has created an area of brownfield land that provides an ideal
platform for new development within an attractive and highly soughtafter setting, while being close to Aberdeen City Centre. The present
condition of the land is ideal to engineer and design a truly sustainable,
mixed use development.

Existing Context
Housing Delivery
The Deeside Valley contains many planned villages. Historically these have
developed at a river crossing or ford, providing a defensible boundary. At
Park Quarry, this in combination with the road to the south, provides
defined edges and allows for a robust master planned approach to the
delivery of the development. Furthermore, the landform created by the
quarrying activity allows for the development ‘to be integrated’ into
rather than ‘sit on top of’ the landscape. An extensive study of existing
Deeside villages has been undertaken to inform the design and layout of
the proposed development. The highest standards of urban and
landscape design have been employed, which reflects the planned village

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group

As a single ownership site, Kincluny Village would not encounter any
difficulties associated with multiple ownership, such as delay due to
financial or legal constraints. This ensures that the housing need in the
area can be met in a shorter period of time than a traditional mixed use
site of this scale.

demand for affordable housing is extremely high, with the area being
identified as the most unaffordable in the local authority area (refer to
figure overleaf). The mix of house types proposed at Kincluny will include
private and affordable units and will ensure that high quality homes are
delivered across a wide range of tenures to meet demand.
The delivery of housing on this site will also help to meet the required
housing numbers. Despite large areas of land being allocated for
development, there is still a substantial shortage of homes being
delivered in Aberdeenshire.

Employment Land
As well as housing, there is a recognised shortage of affordable
commercial accommodation in the north east. An area of 10 acres has
been reserved for employment land within the proposed village. This will
create employment opportunities adjacent to residential development
and promote a mixed sustainable community. It will also provide
opportunities for operators who are being priced out the market in
Aberdeen City and Westhill. CHAP Group are currently considering the
possibility of moving their operations onto this site.

The Deeside corridor is recognised as being one of the most attractive
areas to live in the north east, and indeed in Scotland, and this demand
for new housing in the area will continue to grow. In particular, the
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The quarry produces washed sand and aggregates for a range of civil
engineering applications as well as accepting inert landfill from buildings
and demolition processes. It has been in operation since 1986 and is now
nearing the end of its operational use. The northern quarter of the site has
been quarried and the landscape restored in recent years, in the form of a
broad grassy bowl with a large fishing pond.
A series of planning consents have been issued for sand and gravel
extraction at Park Quarry. At the time the quarry was first consented the
eventual land use would have been reinstatement after land fill. Indeed,
several parts of the quarry have been waste filled. The Environmental
Impact Assessment looks in detail at the reinstatement conditions.

The Post Office in Drumoak

View within Park Quarry

Fishing pond

Keith’s Tower

The site is located amongst highly productive mixed agriculture with fields
of grazing pasture interspersed with hayfields and arable crops. The south
and south-west parts of the site are, in particular, occupied by arable
farmland with scattered pockets of woodland and scrub. Field boundaries
are generally marked by hedges and ditches.
Residential properties on the site include Kincluny Farm, Kincluny Cottage,
Greenlaw and Gallow Hill in the south and south-east of the site, and
Kincluny Crofts, Drumallan Cottage and Tower Cottage in the north. In
total, there are four vacant cottages on the site and the vacant Kincluny
farmhouse, with its associated barns and outbuildings, which remain in
partial use. The residential properties of Drumallan Farm and Drumallan
Grange are located within the west of the site, however, they are excluded
from the red-line boundary.

Existing former dwellings within Park Quarry

Small scale industrial structures within Park Quarry

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group

Agricultural land surrounding Park Quarry
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S E T T L E M E N T PAT T E R N

Braemar

Ballater

Aboyne

Description

Description

Description













One of the larger settlements in Royal Deeside and the Cairngorms
Braemar has historically been the playground of kings and nobles
In the 20th century, the village was almost completely owned and divided
by the adjoining estates

Key Observations






Position at the inside bend of the River Dee, on the valley floor
Development concentrated around a convergence of routes
Civic buildings dispersed throughout settlement
Sporadic development along major arteries and into the surrounding
countryside
Unplanned, organic form

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group

A planned agricultural town dating back to the 1800s
Attracts visitors and tourists
The largest village on the eastern side of the Cairngorms National Park

Small settlement established around the 17th century
Further development in the 1820s with a new bridge over the River Dee
The arrival of the railway and the establishment of a major golf club
turned Aboyne into a popular Victorian country resort town
The town spreads out from a large open village green

Key Observations








Key Observations




Position at the inside bend of the River Dee, on the valley floor
Large recreational/open space located between the town and River Dee
Grid like urban pattern with less formal edges
Formal village green marks the town centre—through which major routes
pass
Key civic buildings located in town centre
Tightly concentrated development







Position at the inside bend of the River Dee, on the valley floor
Informal village green marks the town centre—with major routes passing
through
Key civic buildings in town centre
Sporadic development along major arteries
A planned village
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Kincardine O’Neil

Banchory

Drumoak and Proposed Site

Description

Description

Description









A compact village centre



Situated on the North Deeside road and close to the River Dee



Connections to historic railway line



The oldest village in Deeside
This historical busy location led to the development of nearby settlements
In the 19th century, the Deeside Railway bypassed Kincardine O’Neil,
which obstructed its expansion, in contrast to other neighbouring
settlements
Kincardine O’Neil was declared a conservation area in 1978

Key Observations





Position alongside River Dee
Sporadic development along major arteries, with densely built high street
Key civic building along high street
A planned village



Key Observations

Key Observations







Concentrated development along major arterial route



Park Bridge over the River Dee provides a local crossing to the South
Deeside road



Primary School and church located to north of the village



20th Century urban sprawl to the north





Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group

The rural town of Banchory acts as a gateway to Royal Deeside and the
Cairngorms
The coming of the railway in 1853 turned the town into a country resort
and much of its architecture dates back to that era

Position at the inside bend of River Dee, on the valley floor
Recreational/open space concentrated along the banks of the river
Dense development pattern in town centre, with presence of key civic
buildings
School located close to town centre
Grid like urban pattern with larger buildings concentrated on the outskirts
of town and along major arterial routes
A planned village
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BUILDING FORM

Traditional Deeside Architecture
Historical influences play a major role in contemporary design. Whether
new buildings copy their predecessors or adopt new materials or building
styles, the architectural language of the area is important in order to
create a strong sense of place.
In Scotland, forms and building features are recognisable design
statements, which identify the buildings as being part of a specific area
and of a particular time.
The Deeside vernacular is particularly distinctive and its historical
influences are easy to see. The dormer window, for instance, is a
particularly element, which is typical of the Scottish vernacular; as are
steep pitched roofs, crow-stepped gables, chimneys, low rise houses and
vertical fenestration. In Deeside, the French influence has added turrets
and towers to the vocabulary and the Victorians excelled in bay windows
and balconies.
There is an opportunity, with the design of Kincluny Village, to provide
contemporary housing, which relates to the Deeside vernacular, in an
appropriate and considered way.
The accompanying photographs provide a brief introduction to the vast
array of architectural styles, forms and materials, which exist in Deeside
today.

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group
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Architectural Features

Key buildings and corner details

Though this list is not extensive, notable features, across many
architectural styles and time periods, include:

Key buildings, streets and corners are acknowledged in most Deeside
villages for a variety of reasons. They help with wayfinding, improve
aspect, allude to building use and enhance public space.



Dormer windows



Bay windows



Chimneys



Porches



Steep pitched roof with traditional flat gables



Turrets or spires



Vertical fenestration



Corner doorways



Solid front doors—some with the addition of a fan light or glazed
side panel



Signage



Circular fenestration

Sash and case, casement, or tilt and turn windows—mixture of
timber and UPVC—generally white in colour



Feature gables



Stone/metal decoration



Simple eaves detail



Shop front canopies



Balconies



Taller storey heights at corners



Feature gables/crow stepped gable



Timber decoration



Bay windows



Exposed rafter feet



One to four storey heights



Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group

Key features (some of which can be seen in the adjacent photographs)
include:
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DESIGN CONCEPT

Design Concept
Kincluny Village is set in the heart of the Deeside valley, within a bend of
the River Dee. The existing quarry is largely unseen due to the topography
and structure planting. Any future development on the site will enjoy a
similarly discrete setting.
A village square and community hub are situated within walking distance
of the existing loch setting, the River Dee and historic B-Listed Keith’s
Tower, and form the heart of the community.
Housing densities and street patterns reflect existing Deeside settlements
and enhance existing characteristics of the site. Routes converge at the
village square to encourage activity and connect the settlement to the
surrounding area.
The aim for Kincluny Village, is not only to create a sense of place, but
also one that has a clear identity and sense of belonging to Deeside.

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group
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MOVEMENT

Movement Concept Diagram
Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group
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Movement Principles
One of the fundamentals of good place making is the creation of a
permeable street network with pedestrian priority that gives maximum
freedom of movement and a good choice of means of transport.
Radiating from the village square, a network of streets leading to other
parts of the village and connecting to the wider road and footpath
network, establish the basic urban form.
Traffic should be controlled and pedestrians given priority through the
design of street surfaces and furniture. Street junctions offer
opportunities to form smaller squares and civic, hard landscaped spaces.
Moving away from the centre, streets open out with larger front gardens.
The proportions of these plots are critical to maintain the traditional
Deeside character and the avoidance of dominant driveways and garages
is essential to avoid creating the "anywhere" suburban style of the late
20th century.
Near the perimeter of the village, the streets evolve into narrow, rural
routes, which are tree lined with walls and hedging enclosing large
gardens. Open landscaped areas merge with detached housing creating a
gradual and logical transition from village to countryside.
The primary function of the street plan is to create safe, clear and
attractive pedestrian and cycle routes which: discourage car use; provide
"active" public spaces for informal meeting and interaction and link the
community to key community facilities.

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group

On a wider scale, the street pattern of Kincluny echoes that of Ballater and
Banchory. It mirrors long established, best practice urban planning, which
was lost in the late 20th Century through sinuous developments of
multiple cul-de-sacs and convoluted street patterns. The proposed grid
layout encourages public walkability and safety with all internal
connections and open spaces overlooked by residents.
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Comparisons can also be drawn between Kincluny Village and existing
Deeside settlements, in the way in which primary routes provide a direct
connection to the town or village centre. At Kincluny Village, two primary
routes are proposed, which will be accessed off South Deeside Road,
leading north towards the village square and community loch.

Access from the South Deeside Road

Main Route Through Banchory

As stated, the main access to the site will be via 2 junctions with the South
Deeside Road, replacing the existing sub-standard C35K Park Road
junction.
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As part of the proposals, the B9077 South Deeside Road will have a
reduced speed limit for the width of the development. The South Deeside
Road is currently 60mph at this location and a number of accidents have
occurred in recent years, including one fatality. In order to enforce the
reduced speed limit, road engineering and street design will be agreed
with Aberdeenshire Council through the planning application process.
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Main Route Through Ballater
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The form of junctions are envisaged to be roundabouts which will act as
speed reducing measures on the approaches to the site. This will not only
enable safe access to and from the site but will also address an existing
area of concern for the local community where visibility from the existing
junction is poor and vehicle speeds are high. This has resulted in a cluster
of accidents occurring adjacent to the existing sub-standard C35K Park
Road Junction over the past 10 years, which has included a fatality.

Park Bridge

All proposed junctions will be designed to ensure that the speed of
vehicles along the site frontage is reduced and will be agreed with
Aberdeenshire Council’s Roads Development service through the planning
application process.

Access from the North Deeside Road
Access from the site to the A93 North Deeside Road at Drumoak will
continue to be via the C35K Park Road priority junction. As part of the
proposals a signal controlled pedestrian crossing would be provided
adjacent to the A93 / C35K Park Road junction. This will provide safe
pedestrian crossing opportunities for future residents of Kincluny and the
existing residents of Drumoak who currently access the Post Office
located on the C35K Park Road.

visibility and accidents are clustered around this junction. As part of the
proposals, the C35K Park Road junction onto the South Deeside Road will
be replaced with a new roundabout to remove the dangerous crossroads.
The C35K Park Road crosses the River Dee via the Park Bridge, which is
currently restricted to pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles less than 3
tonnes. The carriageway width over the bridge has been reduced, with
additional bollards located at the entry points, to ensure that only cars
and LGV’s use the bridge. The reduced width has enabled foot/cycle-ways
to be provided.
As a result of the reduced width, only one vehicle can cross the bridge at
any time. This is currently controlled by way of signage giving priority to
vehicles approaching from the south of the river. As part of the proposals
for Kincluny Village, this arrangement will be formalised by way of
providing traffic signals. Pedestrian and cycle provision will remain
unimpeded with the existing provision continuing.
A footway will be provided from the western side of the Park Bridge which
will connect in with The Deeside Way, which routes alongside the Park
Road. As part of the Kincluny Village proposals, this section of the
Deeside Way will be upgraded to cater for the increase in pedestrian and
cycle movement.

The existing Park Road and Park Bridge
The North Deeside Road currently runs through Drumoak and creates a

Example of pedestrian/cycle path
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The C35K Park Road crosses the South Deeside Road to connect with the
Durris / Netherley area. This creates a cross-roads which has poor

dangerous crossing for residents on the north side of the road to access
the amenities (such as the Post Office) located to the south. Equally there
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has been recently completed housing developments located to the south
side of the road, meaning residents must cross the busy road to access the
Primary School and Church to the north. The creation of traffic signals on
North Deeside Road will allow for the safe access for residents crossing
this busy road.

Street hierarchy
A clear hierarchy of streets will help create a strong sense of place and aid
movement through the new development. Good street design can
promote a better quality of living for everyone. The street design for
Kincluny Village will meet the six qualities of successful places; Distinctive,
Safe & Pleasant, Easy to Move Around, Welcoming, Adaptable and
Resource Efficient.

In addition to core routes through the site, there will be further streets,
lanes and shared surfaces within the development areas which will be
designed in accordance with ‘Designing Streets’ policy and appropriate
standards/requirements of Aberdeenshire Council.
Street layout has been considered in tandem with land use. The proposed
Kincluny Enterprise Park has been located adjacent to the South Deeside
Road and is well connected to both the proposed development and the
wider road network.
Transport design aspects including those described above are being
considered as part of a Transport Assessment.
Core Paths
Footpath connections will be enhanced to ensure the development is
connected with Drumoak and the surrounding context.

Street design has been approached following the street design hierarchy
of street structure, layout and detail. At each stage, the aim has been to
consider place as well as movement, with the needs of pedestrian, cyclists
and public transport carefully considered.

A convenient public path network will provide connections within the site
and with the wider network. In particular, the National Cycle Network
Route 195 / Deeside Way Long Distance (41 mile) path passing through
Drumoak, located 1km to the north of Kincluny.

The main street through the site, which is accessed from two new
junctions on the B9077 South Deeside Road will be designed to allow for
the potential provision of a new bus route through the site, improving bus
accessibility throughout the community. It has been designed to give the
site a sense of arrival and place, passing through a series of character
areas and key junctions including the Community Hub and Village Square.

Parking Strategy

Example of use of shared surface

Parking provision within the development will accord with the relevant
guidance contained within Aberdeenshire Council’s ‘Car Parking
Standards for Development Control in Aberdeenshire’ document.

Example of use of shared surface

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group
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LANDSCAPE

Landscape Concept Diagram

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group
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Aims

Landscape Design

Play, Sport and Growing spaces

Successful integration of the development into the local landscape will
require a clear landscape strategy, that achieves the following key aims :

The landscape design seeks to provide a long-term framework that
integrates the development of close-knit streets and housing into the rural
landscape. The framework allows for future phases of development but
does not depend upon them for its success. The key elements of this
framework are :

Play areas are distributed evenly across the whole site within a 200m
range (3 min walk) in any direction. Providing 8,500m2 over 3 play areas
which will be equipped for a range of ages and varied in play
opportunities. Seating, bins and fencing where appropriate, will be
included.



Use of stone walling for enclosure, entrance features on South
Deeside Road, for retention where required and boundary definition
to properties on key streets



Community Loch and Parkland with glimpses of the River Dee and
Keith’s Tower as a prime open space



Durris Burn, riparian habitat and amenity feature

Aiming to encourage exploratory play, the play areas will be rural in
character and extending a connection with nature, including landforms
and hedges as well as logs, boulders, platforms, sand pits and apparatus.
The play park will weave through the space rather than being a static
enclosure; and is enveloped by a mature tree group which provides local
shelter from winds and offers a favourable west facing micro climate



Village square



Strengthening of boundary treatment to South Deeside Road



Growing space, open space and sports provision



Street and avenue trees reinforce the rural layout of the new
housing



Convenient public paths links throughout the site and also with the
wider network, in particular the National Cycle Network Route135 /
Deeside Way Long Distance (41 mile) path passing through
Drumoak, 1km to the north of Kincluny



SUDS features



Play will provide a balance of provision, following a hierarchy from
doorstep play to Formal Park



to promote a coherent landscape structure and pattern



to increase the diversity of landscape features



to encourage a compact and traditional settlement pattern



to improve and connect different habitats into a robust network



to integrate public access and pedestrian permeability

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group
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overlooking the Loch.
Sports provision will be linked to the Community Hub within the heart of
the development.
Growing spaces are offered on the site providing 5,000m2 within a 500m
range (10 min walk) in any direction. These are flexible areas that will
evolve in more detail according to demand, but will likely comprise small
orchard areas, fruiting hedges, community growing areas and allotments.
All provision complies with Aberdeenshire Parks and open space strategy
as outlined within Appendix 1: Hierarchy of open space and Appendix 2:
Standards for public open space.

SUDS
As well as providing a drainage function, SUDS can offer amenity value
and a habitat for wildlife. Kincluny offers opportunities for integrated
SUDS in the following ways:

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group



The SUDS basin forms a part of the meadow area, rather than being
separated as a piece of drainage infrastructure. The slopes will be
seeded with native grass and wildflower mix whilst the floor will be
seeded with a mix more suited to damp conditions



Reinstatement of Durris Burn where it currently culverts through
the site
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Permeable paving / swales where appropriate

Ecology Strategy
The objective of the landscape design is to achieve an improvement in
biodiversity across the site and neighbouring land. The landscape
framework will create and connect different habitat types to form a
robust habitat network, consisting of :


Native deciduous woodlands



Birch and Scots pine copses



Native mixed hedgerows with intermittent hedgerow trees



Meadow grassland



Damp meadow and aquatic marginal habitat to SuDS basins



Orchard and avenue trees in meadow grassland



Residential gardens with a mix of native and non-native ornamental
species, and beech hedges

The Landscape Maintenance and Management Plan will detail how the
landscape framework will be managed to aid establishment, healthy
growth, habitat diversity and public access.

4.17 Boundaries

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group
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URBAN FORM

Urban Form Diagram
Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group
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Urban Pattern
The site of Kincluny Village represents a classic location for a settlement.
Positioned at a bend in the river, at a bridge crossing and in the heart of a
fertile valley with good links to the surrounding area.

Kincluny

Individual neigbourhoods or character areas will all be built as home
zones with a network of pedestrian routes helping connectivity—all
loosely built around a grid-iron network of paths, courtyards and streets.

The treatment of the urban edges and the transition from low density
'houses in the countryside' to the hard surfaced dense streets in the
centres are features of the area, as identified in the earlier character
study, which can be analysed further and adopted in the proposed plan.
It is proposed that Kincluny Village will boast a village square similar in
scale to that of Aboyne or Ballater where buildings are closely grouped
together and overlook a village green. The existing loch and surrounding
parkland will become the focal point around which the village centre will
be arranged. Building uses and forms will be positioned to encourage a
concentration of activity around proposed meeting places. Main streets
linking the village centre to the South Deeside Road will follow the
recognised Deeside pattern of approaching through low density detached
housing with significant landscaping. On entering the village, the building
density will gradually increase until reaching the tightly knit urban layout
of the village centre where all the main public buildings and spaces will be
held—including a community hub building.
This urban form aims to create not only a strong sense of place but also
one that has a clear identity and sense of belonging to Deeside. The
approach and layout of the master plan aims to capture the same feel in
the hierarchy of streets and spaces as in the other Deeside villages. As
demonstrated in the earlier character study, these are definitive elements
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that can be measured, enhanced and adapted.

Subsidised and below market cost housing
Banchory

Ballater

25% of the Kincluny community will comprise a mix of subsidised rented
and below market entry level housing either for sale or rent. The
proportions of tenures within this segment will vary throughout the
course of development as the needs of Local Authority and Private Sector
and assisted sectors dictate.
There will be a wide variety of tenure and purchase options within the
affordable housing provision, which may include some or all of the
following with other variants as yet to be proposed by Government, Local
Authority or the private sector. For example: Low Cost Home Ownership
(LCHO), Council and RSL long term and short-assured tenancies, shared
equity, mid market rental, sheltered & very sheltered accommodation,
nursing home provision, key worker rental units – teachers, nurses and
other public sector professionals.
For example there are recognised difficulties in attracting teachers to
vacant posts in the rural areas due to the unaffordability of property
and there are 23 Primary schools and 4 Academies within a 10 mile
radius of Kincluny.
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The mix will be such that residents within these properties will have an
opportunity to move within the community as their circumstances
change over the years thus releasing properties for new residents
starting out and retaining established social and family links within the
community.
Such is the flexibility of the provision, that the developer in consultation
with the Local Authority Housing Service may provide a higher
percentage of affordable units in early phases or at stages throughout the
development period should this be financially viable, all being contained
within the overall 25% provision.
The aim of the development is to ensure a balance of tenures leading to a
fully integrated community assisted by on site employment opportunities
and good public transport links to other centres of employment as well as
being a desirable location for retirement or downsizing.

Materiality and Form
The architectural vocabulary used in the design of buildings for Kincluny
Village will not involve pastiche or irrelevant copying of past forms, but
instead will reflect the scale, materials and character of Deeside.
The urban form of the buildings will be flexible and capable of adaptation
over time to accommodate the needs of various inhabitants and
generations.

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group
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S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

Sustainability
The design of the urban form should be flexible to accommodate the
varying needs of the inhabitants over a lifecycle. All construction must
seek to minimise the use of carbon-based products, energy and nonrenewable resources. CHAP Group recently completed the Donside Village
in a Joint Venture with their RSL Partner and the knowledge gained here
will be applied to the proposed development at Kincluny Village. There
are a number of key criteria, which make this an outstanding site for
sustainable development.

Connectivity
Park Quarry is located within 12.5km from Aberdeen city centre. It has
direct access to the B9077 South Deeside Road and is linked by the C35K
Park Bridge across the River Dee to the existing village of Drumoak and
the A93 North Deeside Road. The B9077 and A93 are the main commuter
links to Aberdeen from the west connecting Banchory, Aboyne, Ballater
and Braemar to the city.
As well as being located on these two main east/west routes it provides
one of only three River Dee road crossings between Aberdeen and
Banchory. This crossing connects with a network of north/south roads on
both sides of the river.
National Cycle Network Route 195, The Deeside Way, can be accessed 300
metres from the northern development site boundary and within 1500
metres from the southern development boundary. The Deeside Way
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follows the alignment of the A93 passing established settlements such as
Cults, Peterculter, Banchory and beyond including a connection to
Aberdeen city centre. A wider network of cycle and footpath routes also
exists in the area and the planning of the new settlement will treat the
creation of urban routes and their integration with this wider network as a
priority.

Public Transport
The existing Park Bridge will continue to be used by vehicles, pedestrians
and cyclists. It currently has a 3 tonne weight limit and this will remain
with formalisation of the current shuttle operation by way of traffic
signals. Public Transport Services will therefore not be routing via the Park
Bridge due to the weight limit imposed.
Discussions with the bus operators have established that extending bus
routes will be possible simply through the provision of additional buses
which will integrate with existing city and shire services. A temporary
transport interchange at Kincluny Village will deliver regular bus services
to the city centre along the key transport corridors for initial phases of
development. As the development and infrastructure expands, bus
services will be routed through the village.
Therefore, in conjunction with the proposed facility at Kincluny Village, a
priority route to the future AWPR Park and Ride facility at the Milltimber
Interchange could be promoted to redress this shortfall in Park & Ride
provision to serve the corridor and accommodate through travel either
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onwards to the city centre or to more peripheral locations via the AWPR
orbital services.

centre such as a Community Hub, retail, cafes etc. This will create
investment and employment opportunities within the settlement.

Landscape and Ecology

However, an increasing number of people especially in the technology
sector work from home and this is another area where this proposal aims
to provide meaningful and needed accommodation. For example, high
speed internet infrastructure will be incorporated into the development.

The site is a working quarry and consequently no loss of quality
agricultural land or natural habitats will result from the redevelopment.
The existing quarry will provide a proportion of the construction materials
for the development and the extensive topographical impact of the
workings offers significant opportunities for the regeneration of this
landscape and the formation of interesting ecological areas. These would
provide not only valuable habitats but pleasant informal recreation areas.

Economy
Deeside represents an area where people want to live. It enjoys close
links to areas for work, recreation, sport and leisure activities and
shopping. It is connected to an International Airport and main line railway
station. An increasing number of families now wish to create the healthy
lifestyle associated with rural living but need the practical backup of the
town and city.

Since diversity is key to sustainable development local employers and
businesses are recognised as essential. The Masterplan acknowledges
this requirement and discussions have already taken place to secure
appropriate village centre uses. These include a “country store” retail
market (to cater for outdoor pursuits), a market, garden centre, coffee
shop, and tourist shop for example. These facilities would provide
employment, intensify activity and establish a source income for the
community. The Kincluny Enterprise Trust will allow for the opportunity
for investment in start-up companies and social enterprises by providing
funding and support.

A 10 acre area of employment land has been identified as Kincluny
Enterprise Park. This will create employment opportunities within the
settlement, providing a sustainable and mixed community. Kincluny
Village is ideally located to satisfy both these needs. Furthermore, there
will be opportunities for services and amenities put in place in the village

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group
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I N D I C AT I V E M A S T E R P L A N

Key
1 Community Loch

5 Kincluny Enterprise Park

9 Footpaths and Cycle Paths

Significant open green space provides a recreational space for residents
and visitors alike—with parkland, a lake, natural play space, growing
space and mature existing woodland.

Business uses are accommodated around the perimeter of the village,
with a dedicated business park situated adjacent to the main access into
the village and with good transport links from South Deeside Road.

A network of footpaths and cycle paths will connect the site internally and
with the surrounding countryside.

2 Keith's Tower

6 Park Bridge

10 Country Store & Community Growing Space

The historic monument will form a focal point within the parkland setting.
3 Village Centre

Created at the crossroads of main access roads and based on historical
precedent of Deeside Villages with public space enclosed by close knit
buildings. The ‘village square’ will contain a variety of building uses
including shopping, leisure and community facilities.

Existing listed structure to be used for pedestrian and vehicle traffic, in
accordance with current load restrictions, and as a means of cycle and
pedestrian connection to the Deeside Way.
7 Drumoak

It is intended that Kincluny Village is a new settlement, separate from the
existing community of Drumoak via a swathe of mature woodland,
agricultural land and more significantly, the River Dee.

Ground allocated for allotment gardens, in accordance with
Aberdeenshire Council’s policies and guidelines.
11 Housing

Wide range of housing types and tenures. High provision of affordable
housing. Housing designed for varying needs. Allocation of housing within
plots capable of permitting future house extensions, provision of housing
with capability of home working e.g. office space.

4 Primary School / Community Hub
8 South Deeside Road

Education and community facilities (if required by Aberdeenshire Council)
will be located within generous playing fields and situated at the heart of
the community, encouraging the creation of a meeting place.
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Two main arterial routes through the masterplan take access from the
South Deeside Road. The southern boundary will be strengthened and will
formally mark the entrance to the new settlement.
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PLANNING

Planning Context
National Context - Scottish Planning Policy
Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (SPP) supports sustainable development. SPP also
requires planning to direct development to the right places. Specifically SPP notes
that spatial strategies within LDP’s should “consider the re-use or redevelopment of brownfield land before new development takes place on
greenfield sites”.
A large proportion of the proposed site is currently in use as a quarry and hence is
previously developed. It is entirely logical to promote development on a
previously developed site in advance of releasing greenfield land where the
opportunity exists.
SPP is very strong on placemaking and in particular development that exhibits the
6 qualities of successful places:
Distinctive
Complementing local features, for example landscapes, topography, ecology,
skylines, spaces and scales, street and building forms, and materials to create
places with a sense of identity.
Safe and Pleasant
Development that is attractive to use because it provides a sense of security
through encouraging activity. A pleasant, positive sense of place can be achieved
by promoting visual quality, encouraging social and economic interaction and
activity, and by considering the place before vehicle movement.
Welcoming
Development that helps people to find their way around.
Adaptable - development that can accommodate future changes of use because
there is a mix of building densities, tenures and typologies where diverse but
compatible uses can be integrated.
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Resource Efficient
Development that re-uses or shares existing resources, maximises efficiency of
the use of resources through natural or technological means and prevents future
resource depletion, for example by mitigating and adapting to climate change.
Easy to Move Around and Beyond
Development that considers place and the needs of people before the movement
of motor vehicles.
The ability to create successful places using these characteristics is significantly
greater for completely new developments, where these can be adopted as
guiding principles, than extensions to existing settlements. The proposed
development adopts these guidelines in order to create a new and exceptional
village in the Deeside tradition.

Beyond that the SDP MIR identifies the opportunity to identify “reserved” sites
that could fill the gap in housing land supply should other sites continue to underdeliver.
In all of these respects this proposal is a natural choice for additional housing land.

Site History and Uses
The site is currently operated as a sand and gravel quarry. The sand and gravel
resource is coming to an end, and is currently being worked to the west of the
Park Bridge Road. A planning application was granted in May 2016 to extend the
workings by a further 3 years to 2019 (planning application reference:
APP/2016/0708).

Regional Context - Strategic Development Plan

Previous Local Development Plan Bids and Reporter’s Findings

The site is located within the Local Growth and Diversification Area in the
Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan 2014. This is presently being
replaced and a draft SDP Main Issues Report (2017) has been published which
includes the option of introducing a strategic growth area from Westhill to
Banchory. This will be the subject of future consultation but makes sense as a
natural extension of the growth corridors that serve Aberdeen and its housing
market area and take advantage of existing and new infrastructure such as the
AWPR.

A larger bid (for 1,500 new homes and employment land) was lodged during the
last LDP bid process (Aberdeenshire Proposed Plan 2015). At the proposed new
scale of 600 homes the development can now be considered in line with a local
growth scenario and if a western corridor is accepted at a strategic level then this
site could potentially fall within that growth corridor. The main reason for not
allocating this site previously was that no additional housing land was required in
general. The merits of this site and the consultation/masterplan approach here
have been recognised positively by the Council during past bid processes.

The draft MIR (2017) also identifies a potential housing allowance for 5,500 new
homes up to year 2030 and 16,200 houses from 2031-2040. This is also subject
to consultation and could increase. There is also a target to deliver 2,190 homes
per annum over the next 25 years. Additional, and specifically deliverable, sites
need to be allocated to meet this need. Kincluny Village is such a site.
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Planning Application History

Public Consultation

A planning application for a larger development of 1,500 homes plus employment
land was submitted in December 2015. That included a substantial package of
supporting information including a full Environmental Impact Assessment. The
following information supported that application:

Significant public consultation has been held to discuss the proposal, including
three public events:

Masterplan
Environmental Statement
ES Non-Technical Summary
LVIA
Ecological Impact Assessment
Drainage Assessment
Flood Risk Assessment
Topographical Survey
Transport Assessment
Air Quality Assessment
Planning Statement
PAC Report
Development Trust Report

 24 Nov 2011 Drumoak Church Hall - Public Consultation Event.
 24 February 2012 Robert Gordons University - Public Consultation Event.
 24 June 2015 Drumoak Church Hall - Public Consultation Event.
5 Aug 2015 – Attendance at Special Community Council Meeting.

The issues identified as concerns during these events are being tackled by
reducing the proposed development from 1,500 to 600 homes. Other comments
were very positive about the development, supporting the concept and a new
settlement designed well from the outset.

Through the processing of that application, all technical issues were addressed
with the exception of transportation and contaminated Land. The outstanding
transportation issue related to connectivity to the north, over the River Dee. The
Transportation Service considered that a two way bridge to the A93/Drumoak was
required to serve the then larger scale of development (1,500 new homes) despite
the TA indicating otherwise. At 600 homes a new bridge can no longer be
considered a requirement as the existing arrangements are perfectly adequate.
The issue of contaminated land was only that further site investigation was
required at a detailed level.

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group
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PHASING AND DELIVERY

Commitment

Ownership
A key issue for large scale development is ownership of the land. This is
particularly a problem where land is in multiple ownership. Time, effort
and money can be wasted trying to reach agreements very often failing
and resulting in piecemeal development.
The site of the proposed Kincluny Village is entirely owned by the CHAP
Group giving them full control of the land with no large capital outlays
required to secure the site. This provides CHAP with a great opportunity
to put their resources into delivering a holistic sustainable development.

Council’s Housing Department. Progression of this phase of the
development would work towards the higher density village centre and
the community loch, which is already established. Construction and
occupation of these would in turn support the commercial and retail units
at the heart of the community.
The following phases would see the release of land for community uses
such as a community centre, nursery, educational facilities, playing fields,
etc plus the opening up of the commercial employment land to the south
east of the village.

Development Phasing
The proposed phasing seeks to balance the topography and infrastructure
requirements and provide early benefit to the existing road infrastructure,
resolving known problems such as the junction of Park Road Bridge and
the B9077. Due to the fact that CHAP are in ownership of the site, they
are able to carry out the building works with minimal disturbance to both
the existing community and the new community they are creating. The
works will be contained wholly within the site, and the progression of the
phasing is arranged such that construction access through completed
areas will be kept to an absolute minimum.
Phase 1 of Kincluny would incorporate a wide mixture of housing types
and tenures, and it is proposed that the social housing provision would be
provided progressively from an early stage in the development of the
community to address the current need across Aberdeenshire. This is
already the subject of constructive discussions with Aberdeenshire
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Access from the site will continue to be via the B9077 South Deeside Road
and the A93 at Drumoak. The existing C35K Park Road will be retained
with its existing junction onto the B9077 South Deeside Road reconfigured
to remove the existing dangerous crossroads. Footpath connections will
be enhanced to ensure the development is connected with Drumoak.
Early phases of development will be accessed via the new junction onto
the B9077 South Deeside Road and the existing C35K Park Road junction
onto the A93 at Drumoak via Park Bridge
Footpath connections will be enhanced to ensure the development is
connected with Drumoak and early phases of development will be
accessed via the new junction onto the B9077 South Deeside Road and
the existing C35K Park Road junction onto the A93 at Drumoak via Park
Bridge.

CHAP Group are fully committed to providing a positive legacy through the
development of Kincluny Village, not only in the quality of the
environment created, but also for the creation of a sustainable
community, which form the heart of the proposals for Kincluny. As the site
is fully owned by CHAP, they are in a unique position to commit fully to
delivering a mix of affordable homes early in the development programme
and in a manner which meets the needs of the immediate and surrounding
Deeside communities. Via the Kincluny Development Trust, the community
will also have direct input to the progress of the village, and CHAP will
liaise with the Trust to ensure that the voice of the community is heard
and taken into account during the life-span of this unique new village.

Kincluny Development Trust
Kincluny Development Trust was established to complement the growth of
Kincluny Village. It is a Social Enterprise incorporated as a limited
company by guarantee. The Development Trust was initiated by CHAP
Homes and Aberdeen Foyer, a successful charitable organisation in
Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire. It is envisaged that the Trust will be made
up of property owners, developers, local authorities, businesses and
representatives from the new village. Each householder and business will
be a stakeholder through a formal ‘share’ agreement in the Trust. As such,
the Trust can play an integral part in community life. The Trust will take
responsibility for managing its own income, promoting community life and
securing future development, as well as guiding the principles of how
critical aspects of the community will develop over the years.
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The creation of the Kincluny Development Trust, in association with
Aberdeen Foyer gives Kincluny a unique opportunity to provide the most
sustainable management and maintenance structure possible. The Foyer
is a successful charitable organisation. It operates several social enterprise
companies, (including property and grounds maintenance), providing
training and employment, and consequently is well placed to assist the
Development Trust as the community grows and establishes itself.

Kincluny Village LDP bid for CHAP Group
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SUMMARY

The site is currently operating as a quarry, although the
sand and gravel resource has almost depleted, and the
quarry has a very limited timescale remaining. Whilst
there is a requirement to reinstate the site to greenfield
land, it is highly unusual to have an opportunity to re-use
a site of this scale which is currently brownfield. Not only
is this site highly deliverable it is also in a popular Deeside
location with substantial demand for new housing. This is
a location where people want to live.
CHAP have already demonstrated their commitment to
the delivery of the site through the submission of a major
planning application in 2015. The application process
proved that there were no technical constraints to the
delivery of the site, other than a transportation view that
the development should include a new 2-way bridge
across the River Dee. This bid has considered the
responses to that 1,500 house proposal and taken a bold
decision to fully accommodate any concerns. That has
resulted in a significant reduction in the scale of the
development to a proposed new village of 600 homes
with associated services, community facilities and open
space. We believe that the proposed bid of that scale
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represents a very different bid from previously, one that
overcomes any previous concerns. In particular this
proposed does not require any improvements to the Park
Bridge.
The proposed bid therefore seeks to allocate a site for 600
units and employment land, including a village centre, and
potential site for a primary school. 600 units is equivalent
to a small village, and would ultimately be of a similar size
and quality to much praised Deeside village of Ballater
(population 1500).
The site is readily available and highly deliverable. The site
is in the ownership of CHAP, who would look to take
forward delivery within 1-2 years of an allocation.
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Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak ( busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRI VALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.068
0.161
0.177
0.147
0.181
0.218
0.211
0.231
0.306
0.350

29

92

0.413

29

92

0.320

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29

92

0.263

29

92

0.453

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.235
0.184
0.190
0.194
0.205
0.237
0.230
0.214
0.235
0.241

2.783

2.881

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.331
0.614
0.412
0.331
0.371
0.412
0.416
0.468
0.536
0.564

29

92

0.648

29

92

0.561

5.664

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). I t is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/ TRP* FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

7 - 432 (units: )
01/ 01/ 07 - 26/ 09/ 14
29
0
0
2

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRI CS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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MULTI -MODAL TAXI S
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak ( busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRI VALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.004
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.004

29

92

29

92

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.004
0.003
0.004
0.004
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.004
0.004

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.008
0.006
0.007
0.007
0.006
0.006
0.004
0.006
0.008
0.008

0.005

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

29

92

0.009

0.004

29

92

0.005

29

92

0.009

0.041

0.043

0.084

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). I t is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/ TRP* FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

7 - 432 (units: )
01/ 01/ 07 - 26/ 09/ 14
29
0
0
2

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRI CS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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MULTI -MODAL OGVS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak ( busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRI VALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29

92
92

0.002
0.002

29

92

0.004

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.003
0.001
0.002
0.001
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.000
0.000

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29
29

92
92
92

0.001
0.003
0.003

29

92

0.003

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.001
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.001
0.000

0.023

0.021

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29

92
92

0.003
0.005

29

92

0.007

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.006
0.002
0.004
0.003
0.005
0.004
0.004
0.001
0.000

0.044

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). I t is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/ TRP* FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

7 - 432 (units: )
01/ 01/ 07 - 26/ 09/ 14
29
0
0
2

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRI CS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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MULTI -MODAL PSVS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak ( busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRI VALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29

92

0.000

29

92

0.000

29

92

0.000

29

92

0.004

29

92

0.004

29

92

0.008

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.001
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.002
0.001
0.000
0.000

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.001
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.002
0.001
0.000
0.000

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.002
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.004
0.002
0.000
0.000

0.010

0.010

0.020

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). I t is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/ TRP* FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

7 - 432 (units: )
01/ 01/ 07 - 26/ 09/ 14
29
0
0
2

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRI CS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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MULTI -MODAL CYCLI STS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak ( busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRI VALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.001
0.004
0.003
0.001
0.006
0.004
0.005
0.003

29

92

0.017

29
29
29

92
92
92

0.010
0.010
0.006

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29

92

0.006

29

92

0.014

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.004
0.006
0.003
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.011
0.005
0.007
0.004

0.070

0.072

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.007
0.018
0.007
0.007
0.009
0.008
0.009
0.007

29

92

0.028

29
29
29

92
92
92

0.015
0.017
0.010

0.142

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). I t is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/ TRP* FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

7 - 432 (units: )
01/ 01/ 07 - 26/ 09/ 14
29
0
0
2

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRI CS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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MULTI -MODAL VEHI CLE OCCUPANTS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak ( busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRI VALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.075
0.200
0.214
0.173
0.228
0.272
0.266
0.316
0.490
0.515

29

92

0.547

29

92

0.425

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29

92

0.316

29

92

0.391

29

92

0.695

29

92

0.895

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.304
0.232
0.240
0.246
0.276
0.301
0.322
0.306
0.320
0.335

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.518
0.405
0.468
0.518
0.542
0.617
0.812
0.821
0.867
0.760

3.721

3.893

7.614

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). I t is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/ TRP* FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

7 - 432 (units: )
01/ 01/ 07 - 26/ 09/ 14
29
0
0
2

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRI CS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak ( busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRI VALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.019
0.037
0.033
0.034
0.031
0.030
0.040
0.053

29

92

0.115

29
29
29

92
92
92

0.071
0.056
0.049

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29

92

0.036

29

92

0.116

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.051
0.037
0.037
0.030
0.037
0.035
0.060
0.045
0.039
0.048

0.568

0.571

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.055
0.153
0.084
0.071
0.068
0.060
0.077
0.088

29

92

0.175

29
29
29

92
92
92

0.116
0.095
0.097

1.139

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). I t is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/ TRP* FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

7 - 432 (units: )
01/ 01/ 07 - 26/ 09/ 14
29
0
0
2

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRI CS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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MULTI -MODAL BUS/ TRAM PASSENGERS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak ( busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRI VALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.000
0.005
0.003
0.002
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.016
0.012
0.017

29

92

0.018

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29

92

0.013

29

92

0.013

29

92

0.030

29

92

0.035

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.010
0.006
0.007
0.007
0.004
0.004
0.006
0.003
0.008
0.004

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.013
0.008
0.013
0.013
0.010
0.010
0.022
0.015
0.025
0.022

0.097

0.102

0.199

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). I t is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/ TRP* FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

7 - 432 (units: )
01/ 01/ 07 - 26/ 09/ 14
29
0
0
2

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRI CS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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MULTI -MODAL TOTAL RAI L PASSENGERS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak ( busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRI VALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

Trip
Rate

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.000

Trip
Rate

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

Trip
Rate

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). I t is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/ TRP* FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

7 - 432 (units: )
01/ 01/ 07 - 26/ 09/ 14
29
0
0
2

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRI CS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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MULTI -MODAL COACH PASSENGERS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak ( busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRI VALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002

29

92

0.003

29
29
29

92
92
92

0.000
0.000
0.001

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29

92

0.000

29

92

0.000

29

92

0.005

29

92

0.005

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.001

0.006

0.006

0.012

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). I t is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/ TRP* FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

7 - 432 (units: )
01/ 01/ 07 - 26/ 09/ 14
29
0
0
2

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRI CS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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MULTI -MODAL PUBLI C TRANSPORT USERS
Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak ( busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRI VALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.000
0.005
0.003
0.002
0.006
0.006
0.007
0.007

29

92

0.018

29
29
29

92
92
92

0.012
0.017
0.018

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29

92

0.013

29

92

0.013

29

92

0.035

29

92

0.040

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.011
0.006
0.007
0.007
0.004
0.004
0.006
0.003
0.008
0.004

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.014
0.008
0.013
0.013
0.011
0.011
0.024
0.015
0.025
0.022

0.101

0.108

0.209

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). I t is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/ TRP* FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

7 - 432 (units: )
01/ 01/ 07 - 26/ 09/ 14
29
0
0
2

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRI CS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.
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Calculation factor: 1 DWELLS
BOLD print indicates peak ( busiest) period

Time Range
00:00 - 01:00
01:00 - 02:00
02:00 - 03:00
03:00 - 04:00
04:00 - 05:00
05:00 - 06:00
06:00 - 07:00
07:00 - 08:00
08:00 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
13:00 - 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:00
17:00 - 18:00
18:00 - 19:00
19:00 - 20:00
20:00 - 21:00
21:00 - 22:00
22:00 - 23:00
23:00 - 24:00
Total Rates:

ARRI VALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.094
0.246
0.252
0.210
0.271
0.313
0.318
0.380

29

92

0.641

29
29
29

92
92
92

0.607
0.630
0.498

DEPARTURES
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

TOTALS
Ave.
DWELLS

No.
Days

Trip
Rate

29

92

0.370

29

92

0.464

29

92

0.860

29

92

1.106

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.370
0.282
0.287
0.286
0.321
0.344
0.398
0.358
0.374
0.391

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

0.622
0.492
0.558
0.599
0.639
0.724
1.039
0.965
1.004
0.889

4.460

4.641

9.101

This section displays the trip rate results based on the selected set of surveys and the selected count type (shown just
above the table). I t is split by three main columns, representing arrivals trips, departures trips, and total trips (arrivals plus
departures). Within each of these main columns are three sub-columns. These display the number of survey days where
count data is included (per time period), the average value of the selected trip rate calculation parameter (per time
period), and the trip rate result (per time period). Total trip rates (the sum of the column) are also displayed at the foot of
the table.
To obtain a trip rate, the average (mean) trip rate parameter value (TRP) is first calculated for all selected survey days
that have count data available for the stated time period. The average (mean) number of arrivals, departures or totals
(whichever applies) is also calculated (COUNT) for all selected survey days that have count data available for the stated
time period. Then, the average count is divided by the average trip rate parameter value, and multiplied by the stated
calculation factor (shown just above the table and abbreviated here as FACT). So, the method is: COUNT/ TRP* FACT. Trip
rates are then rounded to 3 decimal places.

Parameter summary
Trip rate parameter range selected:
Survey date date range:
Number of weekdays (Monday-Friday):
Number of Saturdays:
Number of Sundays:
Surveys manually removed from selection:

7 - 432 (units: )
01/ 01/ 07 - 26/ 09/ 14
29
0
0
2

This section displays a quick summary of some of the data filtering selections made by the TRI CS® user. The trip rate
calculation parameter range of all selected surveys is displayed first, followed by the range of minimum and maximum
survey dates selected by the user. Then, the total number of selected weekdays and weekend days in the selected set of
surveys are show. Finally, the number of survey days that have been manually removed from the selected set outside of
the standard filtering procedure are displayed.

Phase
Phase
Phase 3

500
1000
1500

Weekday AM Peak
(08:00 – 09:00)
Trip Rates
Trips
In
Out
In
0.246
0.860
123
0.246
0.860
246
0.246
0.860
369

Year 2018

100

0.246

0.860

25

86

0.630

0.374

63

37

LDP Bid

600

0.246

0.860

148

516

0.630

0.374

378

224

12.50%

18

65

47

28

1.60%

2

8

6

4

63.50%

94

328

240

142

6.80%

10

35

26

15

0.20%

0

1

1

0

Bicycle

2.60%

4

13

10

6

On foot

11.40%

17

59

43

26

Other

1.40%

2

7

5

3

Total

100%

148

516

378

224

100%

148

516

378

224

1500 Dwellings

LDP Bid 600 Houses
Bus, minibus or
coach
Taxi or minicab
Driving a car or
van
Passenger in a
car or van
Motorcycle,
scooter or moped

Out
430
860
1290

Weekday PM Peak
(17:00 – 18:00)
Trip Rates
Trips
In
Out
In
0.630
0.374
315
0.630
0.374
630
0.630
0.374
945

Out
187
374
561

Full Development
Weekday AM Peak (08:00 - 09:00)
Development Type

Class 4
Class 5
Total

Office
Industrial

Scale

6802
4545
11347

Trip Rates

Trips

Weekday PM Peak (17:00 - 18:00)
Trip Rates

Trips

In

Out

In

Out

In

Out

In

Out

1.733
0.513

0.193
0.23

118
23
141

13
10
24

0.153
0.201

1.533
0.476

10
9
20

104
22
126

21
120

4
20

3
17

19
107

35
199
319

123
696
716

90
510
527

53
303
410

15% Shared Trips
Employment
15% Internal Trips
Residential
TOTAL EXTERNAL TRIPS
600 Houses

Weekday AM Peak (08:00 - 09:00)
Development Type

Class 4
Class 5
Total

Office
Industrial

Scale

6802
4545
11347

Trip Rates

Trips

Weekday PM Peak (17:00 - 18:00)
Trip Rates

Trips

In

Out

In

Out

In

Out

In

Out

1.733
0.513

0.193
0.23

118
23
141

13
10
24

0.153
0.201

1.533
0.476

10
9
20

104
22
126

21
120

4
20

3
17

19
107

14
80
200

49
279
299

36
204
221

21
121
228

15% Shared Trips
Employment
15% Internal Trips
Residential
TOTAL EXTERNAL TRIPS

YOUR JOURNEY TO WORK QUESTIONNAIRE
SECTION B - PLEASE COMPLETE ALL THE QUESTIONS IN SECTION B IF YOU NORMALLY USE A CAR TO TRAVEL TO WORK
6. What are the main reasons for using a car to get to work?
Dropping / Collecting Children

Health Reasons

1

Working Hours e.g. early start / late finish

Convenience

2

Get a Lift

4

5

Lack of an Alternative

3

6

Other (please specify)
7. Would you be prepared to car share?
Yes

No

1

If no, please say why

2

8. Which of the following would most encourage you to car share?
Help in finding car share partners with similar work patterns

None

1

A guaranteed ride home in the event of an emergency

4

2

Reserved parking for car sharers

3

Other (please specify)

SECTION C - PLEASE ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS IN SECTION C
9. Where do you live?

Area
Home Postcode

1

10. Please state your gender:

Male

11. Do you have a disability which affects your travel arrangements?

Yes

Full Time

12. Are you Full Time or Part Time staff?

2

Female

1

2

No

1

2

Part Time

1

2

13. Please fill in the following table for your typical working week, using the 24 hour clock?
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Start Time

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

End Time

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Monday

Example:
Start Time

08:45

End Time

15:00

PLEASE RETURN YOUR COMPLETED SURVEY TO THE TRAVEL PLAN CO-ORDINATOR
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
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